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EDITORIAL

Dear Colleagues,

The European Union is facing the looming uncertainty of 
Brexit in the aftermath of the referendum that illustrated 
how a certain segment of Europe’s citizenry gave in to 
the temptation of a knee - jerk reaction to the downturn 
in their nation’s economic fortunes. 

Our Europe is short of initiatives that are both 
transcendent and unifying.

It is a Europe that gives the impression of being power-
less to build a desirable common future, which will be 
socially and financially equitable for all its citizens. It is 
struggling to take on our world’s challenges (from 
ensuring its long - term security to the issue of refugees) 
and appears to be giving priority to principles over the 
wellbeing of its population which indeed should appro-
priately be the prime focus.

So let’s bring about a change of momentum in striving 
for a Europe that reduces inequality and preserves the 
common good bequeathed to us by its founding fathers, 
in the service of peace and prosperity.

With a part of the Financial Services sector remaining 
insufficiently regulated (derivatives and similar products, 
shadow banking, tax havens), hefty fines are being 
showered on banks, and as a consequence, Compliance 
has been identified as a top priority.

In addition, regulations and reforms that are in the 
process of being implemented are bringing about the 
restructuring of business activities which, in turn, culmi-
nate in adverse effects on employment within our 
companies. Moreover, financial results are being further 
weakened by the rising cost of collection (financial 
inflows) and lower revenues from intermediation.

Finally, with regard to the Medium Term Plan (Plan à 
Moyen Terme - PMT) of Groupe Crédit Agricole, whereas 
the European Employee Council is favourable to the 
investments, organic growth and revenue related syner-
gies that have been put forward, we are skeptical as to 
the level of expected savings and furthermore, we are 
particularly concerned about the social impacts which, 
incidentally, are yet to be assessed.

A sustained social dialogue is more than ever necessary 
to help our colleagues through these changes.

Pascal FESQUET

Secretary General of the European Employee Council
Groupe Crédit Agricole 

Groupe Crédit Agricole European Employee Council
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The European 
Employee Council 
requests that the 
proposed Plan be 
viewed from a social 
perspective
The EEC of the Groupe Crédit Agricole notes that the 
new Medium Term Plan "Ambition 2020” anticipates 
growth in activities and income for all the Group’s 
business lines, which appears to be a good thing. 
However, these developments entail undertaking very 
significant investments, intended to be financed by 
commensurately significant savings that will not come 
about without having an impact on employment. 
At no point has any reference been made to the social 
aspects associated with these ambitious plans. We 
have requested and succeeded in obtaining a commit-
ment from the Management to communicate to us an 
estimate of the impact as regards employment across 
the various business lines of the Group for the first 
quarter of 2017.
The efforts required are already raising concern amongst 
a certain number of business lines : retail banking in 
France and abroad, consumer credit... as well as in 
CASA's administrative services.
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MTP Business Line Objectives

Retail Banking in France and Overseas

France, Italy, Poland

MTP Financial objectives Investments Savings

From these strategic choices a number of objectives 
have been set, including :
• The net income for the Group CA is to increase from 

€ 6 billion in 2015 to more than € 7.2 billion in 2019, 
of which € 4.2 billion attributed to Crédit Agricole SA 
(CASA), representing an increase of over € 1 billion,

• The operating ratio for CASA is anticipated to reduce 
over 4 years, dropping from 67% to less than 60%,

• The expected growth of business activities is primarily 
internal and depends to a great extent on the growth 
of synergies between business lines.

This growth is based on the ability to proactively adapt 
to new technologies. 

With a view to achieving this, an ambitious investment 
plan over 3 years has been provided for, amounting to € 
7.7 billion including € 4.4 billion for CASA. 

It consists of :  
• The development of all of the Group’s business lines,

• Digital transformation,

• IT convergence.

A savings programme of € 1 billion per year is planned 
in order to finance the expenses of the investment plan : 
• € 900 million attributed to CASA,

• € 110 million attributed to the Caisses Régionales / 
Regional Banks, mainly in IT.

Four levers for savings have been identified for CASA :
• IT, accounting for € 325 million,

• Restructuring and digitalisation, accounting for € 315 
million,

• Optimisation of terms and conditions for all of the 
Group’s purchases, accounting for € 145 million,

• Simplification and optimisation of the Group’s compa-
nies, accounting for € 115 million.

Whereas the conservative risk profile presented in this 
MTP may be viewed in a rather favourable light, the 
overly ambitions earnings targets, in particular with 
respect to CASA, however, serve to constrain the Group 
to a policy focused on seeking ever greater savings. For 
some entities, there is cause for concern that this may 
lead to excessive strain put on employment, social 
issues and organisations. The doubling of investments 
for this new MTP as well as its priorities are oriented to 
prepare the Group for the future. However the EEC takes 

the view that it is necessary to remain vigilant in respect 
of the impact of all of these levers on employment 
throughout the Group.

The MTP integrates the simplification of the Group's 
organisation with the buyout by the Caisses Régionales 
(Regional Banks) of 25% of the shares held by CASA.

This will therefore result in improved solvency for CASA 
but greater volatility in its revenues due to the disap-
pearance of the contribution from the income of the 
Caisses Régionales.

Objectives by business line

 Caisses Régionales
A difficult context of low interest rates environment that 
the Management seeks to compensate by means of :
• An increase in synergies with the other entities of the 

Group,

• Achieving growth by attracting and signing up new 
clients,

• Seeking further opportunities for savings (€ 110 
million annually),

• These savings offset the costs related to the invest-
ment plan dedicated to the Caisses Régionales (€ 3.3 
billion). An important part thereof concerns the digi-
talisation of the branch / outlet networks.

In concrete terms 100% of the branches will have to be 
transformed into local multi - channel retail branches, 
the financial advisors will be available and accessible 
through all channels and 100% of the service / product 
offerings shall be made available in dematerialised form.

BforBank, the online bank of the Caisses Régionales has 
been assigned a goal of tripling its number of clients 
over the period, which is to be achieved by targeting an 
urban and affluent potential client base.

For the EEC, the main topic for consideration is the 
transformation of the business lines with digitalisation, 
in particular as regards to change management support 
and assistance, and the working conditions of our 
colleagues.

The main objectives of the 
Medium Term Plan (MTP)
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 LCL (Le Crédit Lyonnais)

A new overheads reduction target and a new restruc-
turing initiative are planned, even though significant 
investments (€ 450 million) have been announced :
• A strategy for reinforcement based on the mid - scale 

and upscale client segments, independent profes-
sionals and medium - sized companies,

• Significant investments, but also deep savings,

• An ambitious target of reducing the operating ratio 
from 70.5% to 65%.

Such evolutionary trends entail a number of changes in 
the LCL business lines (digitalisation, etc) accompanied 
by a policy aimed at reducing the workforce and the 
density of the network :
• Closure of 240 so - called secondary branches,

• Centralisation of the back office operations,

• Replacements for only one out of every two retire-
ments.

The announcing of yet another plan for workforce reduc-
tion, reorganisation, and now the closing of branches in 
order to offset the decline in Net Banking Income (NBI), 
is weighing down heavily on the social climate of this 
great company.

The planned changes ought to be managed and brought 
about through meaningful dialogue, and with due 
respect for the people affected and the social partners. 

 Crédit Agricole Italy
Italy’s position as the second largest domestic market 
for Groupe Crédit Agricole has been confirmed. 
CARIPARMA is seen as the central pillar around which 
are to be developed revenue streams driven by synergy 
with all of the business lines in particular AGOS DUCATO, 
the leader in consumer finance.

The MTP provides for a highly ambitious growth orien-
tation, accompanied by a 50% reduction of the cost of 
risk (from 117 to 60 basis points).

This development is to be accompanied by :
• The continued restructuring of the branch network 

and consolidation of sites,

• A young persons employment centred policy and aid 
for early retirement,

• The significant increase in the number of mobile and 
multichannel clients.

The EEC considers these goals to be particularly ambi-
tious in respect of :

• The reduction by 50% of the cost of risk,

• The transformation of 50% of traditional branches into 
automated or “cashless” branches.

 Poland / CA Polska
The new political context is not favourable towards 
foreign banking players and the Management believes 
that the objectives of CA Polska will be more difficult to 
achieve. 

Despite the relative lack of information in the MTP on 
this issue, the decision to carry through the transforma-
tion of CA Polska into a Banque Universelle de Proximité 
(Full - Service Retail Bank) has been confirmed.

The adjustment and resizing of the workforce is currently 
in progress across the collection centre, head quarters, 
and the branches, with 250 positions in total having 
been eliminated.

The EEC is very attentively monitoring the evolution of 
our Polish subsidiary during a period of uncertainty for 
the banking sector. We support a necessary social 
dialogue with the trade union organisations representing 
CA Polska.

 Crédit Agricole Romania
A new business plan has been launched.

For the EEC, this new business plan should provide for a 
return to financial equilibrium and thus enable the long - 
term sustainability of the business operations and jobs.

 SFS (Specialised Financial Services) /  
   CA - CF (Crédit Agricole Consumer Finance)

The MTP confirms the rebound in growth momentum in 
respect of outstanding credit / loans for these compa-
nies (Sofinco, Finaref, Agos ...). 

These outstanding amounts, however, are limited by 
capital requirements, and mainly backed by the Group's 
retail banking establishments.

Partnerships (FIAT, FORD, etc) are also regarded very 
favourably.

In addition, it is CA - CF’s ambition to achieve 40% of 
production of new credit / loans by way of the digital 
channel in 2019.

Specialised Financial Services
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The compensation for these aspirations would appar-
ently be reflected in a sharp reduction in the operating 
ratio, which may have negative consequences on 
employment on account of a move towards :
• IT Convergence,

• Consolidation of sites.

For Sofinco and Finaref following multiple rounds of 
restructuring, the social climate is undoubtedly tense. 
The Management team should focus their undivided 
attention on the quality of the social dialogue.

The MTP remains far from explicit in clearly laying out 
these objectives by country (Italy, Poland, Germany, 
Netherlands, Portugal).

 SFS / CAL&F (Crédit Agricole Leasing & Factoring)

A development strategy limited by capital requirements

Servicing has become the new model where the value is 
shared between Crédit Agricole Leasing & Factoring and 
the retail banking establishments of the Group.

This choice of revenue sharing inflicts direct job losses 
upon CAL&F and induces the transfer of various activi-
ties to the retail banking establishments of the Group.

The MTP is rather reticent with regards to the implica-
tions for France, Italy, Poland (EFL) and Germany.

 Crédit Agricole Insurance Services
With respect to life insurance, the strategic objective is 
to reduce the share of contracts in euros, in the light of 
their low profitability.

The pensions - retirement provisions market is becoming 
an essential equipment and consumables market for the 
Group. 

The internalisation of creditor insurance contracts of the 
Caisses Régionales has been carried through.

Finally, the growth target for sales revenues on general 
or non - life insurance requires gaining market share 
over competitors, particularly in France.

 Amundi
For Amundi, the European leader in the asset manage-
ment sector, the net collection targets have been set 
(€ 160 billion over 4 years), in respect of the retail bank 
as well as the client base of institutional investors.

 

With regard to asset management, a permissible 
strategy for the Group is to undertake external growth 
through acquisitions with a view to strengthening its 
expertise, its distribution capacity and its geographical 
presence (Europe, Asia).

Within the context of seeking synergies with Crédit 
Agricole Assurances (Crédit Agricole Insurance 
Services), new sources of financial inflows are to be 
found in social security / protection, employee savings, 
and retirement savings sectors.

For the EEC, it is, first of all investment in the women and 
men of the Group that will ensure its ability to achieve its 
objectives of expansion in these profitable but also 
highly demanding markets. 

 Indosuez Wealth Management
The MTP foresees an increase of more than 10% per year 
of income from wealth management from 2015 to 2019.

The growth in revenues should come from a balanced 
effort between aggressive commercial expansion of 
active client base, synergies with the Group and targeted 
acquisitions.

The MTP also mentions the modernisation of the IT 
systems.

For our colleagues, this 10% growth target appears to be 
too ambitious.

 Corporate Clients Division (CACIB & CACEIS)

A growth target that is capital - efficient for the corpo-
rate financing bank, but revenue targets that are 
ambitious for the capital markets bank.

Stringent constraints with regard to the constant quest 
for savings, in particular with respect to information - 
communication systems that could well approach € 230 
million, including CACEIS.

For CACEIS, the focus is on synergies and opportunities 
for cooperation with CACIB in order to win over new 
clients and achieve further revenue synergies. Geograph-
ical expansion through the acquisition of smaller players 
is also possible within the MTP framework.

These highly ambitious targets for the capital markets 
bank could come up against an unfavourable environ-
ment. In addition, an impressive level of savings is being 
required of this division. Finally, it should not be forgotten 
that it is incumbent upon this division to achieve 50% of 
the additional income expected by the Group (+ € 500 
million).

The EEC has expressed its reservations about the 
successful accomplishment of this objective.

Crédit Agricole Insurance Services

Amundi

Asset Management / Crédit Agricole Real Estate
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During the plenary meeting of 25 November 2015, the EEC defined and voted 
unanimously in favour of its study mission for the year 2016. The country 
selected for review was Germany, the 4th largest market for Groupe Crédit 
Agricole, with a particular focus on the Consumer Credit business line.

The Group has several entities operating across locations from Frankfurt to 
Munich, and including Stuttgart : Amundi, CACEIS, CA - CIB, CreditPlus, Eurofactor, 
etc, driven by a continued growth of 5% on a cumulative basis since 2013.

These companies account for more than 1200 employees in Germany.

The Select Committee, accompanied by Syndex (the EEC’s expert), made the trip 
during the week of October 10, 2016, first to Stuttgart to visit CreditPlus in order 
to review the consumer credit business line, and then to Munich, to visit CACEIS 
Bank Deutschland, which specialises in Asset - Servicing. 

Our study mission included :
• A description of the social and economic model of the country,

• A business and social issues oriented presentation on the two entities, made 
by the local management teams,

• A visit to a CreditPlus Branch in Stuttgart,

• A meeting with staff representatives of the two entities.

During the plenary meeting of the European Employee Council on 7 December, 
we shared the report from the expert and our analysis with the Corporate 
Management team of the Group.

The Select Committee  
Study Mission to Germany
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Representative  
Distribution 
of Seats

Total No of 
Employees as at 
31/12/2015

Less than 300

From 300 to 999

From 1, 000 to 2, 999

From 3,000 to 14, 999

More than 15, 000

Germany
Employees : 1 247
% Workforce : 0,96%
Number of seat(s) : 1 

Austria
Employees : 50
% Workforce : 0.04%
Number of seat(s) : 1

Belgium
Employees : 112
% Workforce : 0.09%
Number of seat(s) : 1 

Spain
Employees : 526
% Workforce : 0.41%
Number of seat(s) : 1 

France
Employees : 107, 666
% Workforce : 83.16%
Number of seat(s) : 7

Ireland
Employees : 163
% Workforce : 0.09%
Number of seat(s) : 1

Italy
Employees : 10, 668
% Workforce : 8.24%
Number of seat(s) : 2

Luxembourg
Employees : 1, 372
% Workforce : 1.06%
Number of seat(s) : 1

Netherlands
Employees : 372
% Workforce : 0.29%
Number of seat(s) : 1

Poland
Employees : 5, 529
% Workforce : 4.27%
Number of seat(s) : 2

Portugal
Employees : 439
% Workforce : 0.35%
Number of seat(s) : 1

Czech Republic
Employees : 88
% Workforce : 0.07%
Number of seat(s) : 1

Romania
Employees : 269
% Workforce : 0.21%
Number of seat(s) : 1

United Kingdom
Employees : 868
% Workforce : 0.67%
Number of seat(s) : 1

United Kingdom

Spain

Italy

Czech Republic

Austria
Romania

Ireland

France

Germany
Belgium

Luxembourg

Netherlands Poland

Portugal
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At the meeting on 8 July 2016, in the presence of the Senior Executives and 
Officers of the Groupe Crédit Agricole, the European Employee Council’s mandate 
was renewed for a further 4 - year term of office. The list provided here below 
presents your European representatives by country.

 Country Titular...................................................................... Substitute
  First Name – Name  ....................................................................First Name – Name

  
 Austria Christian STARITZBICHLER ................................... Bernhard GREIFENEDER
 Belgium Aurore VERSELE ..................................................... Current designation
 France Pascal FESQUET, Secretary General ........................... Sylvain COUFFRANT
  Cédric MOUTIER, Deputy Secretary General ................. Benjamin COQBLIN
  Michaël GAUJOUR ................................................. Fabien REINERT
  Odile BAUDET-COLLINET  ...................................... Peggy THEISS
  Eric ALEXIS ............................................................. Philippe RELIN
  Christine FOURNIER ............................................... Laurence BIELKIN
  Philippe POIREL ..................................................... Benoit POMAS
 Germany Ralf LUCANTONI ..................................................... Verena PRODEHL
 Ireland Nicolas PANAGIODIS ............................................. Françoise GIL
 Italy Leonello BOSCHIROLI ............................................ Lucia CASTAGNETTI
  Franco CAPPELLINI ............................................... Matteo SALSI
 Luxembourg Dominique MENDES............................................... Olivier BOLLE
 Netherlands Rob RUITENBEEK ................................................... Richard GROENENDAAL
 Poland Aneta BILSKA ......................................................... Szymon KAZIMIERSKI
  Katarzyna LUCZYNSKA ......................................... Adam SZYGENDA
 Portugal Eduardo REGO ........................................................ Maria Manuela SOARES
 Czech Republic Erik RIHOSEK .......................................................... Zuzana MULLEROVA
 Romania Silviu PETRESCU .................................................... Catalin GEORGESCU
 Spain Maria OSTOLAZA ................................................... Jose Ignacio ELENA LOPEZ
 United Kingdom Julian TAMS ........................................................... Benjamin BOUCHET

Deputy Secretary General, 
Cédric MOUTIER

Members’ list of Crédit Agricole’s European 
Employee Council - July 2016


